
 
 

 
 
 
EARLY TRADING remains mostly lower.  Corn remains down 5 cents, Chi wheat down 1 cent, KC what 
down 1 cent, Minny wheat mixed, MATIF wheat up .25 euros, rapeseed down 3 euros, soybeans 
down 13 cents, meal down 1.5, oil down 1.5 pts, palm oil down 50 pts, crude oil +1.5%, Euro 1.1750, 
USDRUB 74, USDUAH 26.92, USDLIRA 8.37, USDPESO 97.32, USDREAL 5.25.  
 
Outside markets are focused on Powells speech today- lets see how he addresses taper talk.  Crude 
still holding decent support- still the trend from this week remains in tact 
 
SOYBEANS remain lower in early trade, rains remain and the chop continues.  

- Market focuses on the rains expected, this can still help with pod filling and weight..  
- Soyoil remains weaker- its had a hard time sustaining any strength and this continues to 

weigh on soybeans as well.  Palm weaker here today too- it tries to make a push to fresh 
highs but momentum here too struggles.  

- Soybean meal continues to chop a bit at this low 250’s price point- solid support continues to 
build and U.S. cash values also remains supported.  

- Export sales nothing big, but still old crop found 11 week highs of 9.6 mbu.  Still the market 
seems disappointed with new crop sales pace right now are 250 mbu less than last year- still 
seems the bigger Brazil crop has demand a bit slow to buy new crop U.S., but give it time, 
demand will increase moving forward.  

- China demand continues to be the markets focus- flash sales yesterday of 133k to China and 
133k to unknown.. aka China.  Thought is that China was very active again yesterday, so we 
can expect further flash sales today?  Some rumors have it at 10-14 cargos, with a total of 
1.5-1.7 mmt for the week- lets see, but seems China is much more strategic this time 
around.  China has been very active shipping what they bought per old crop, but also expect 
these new crop flash sales to be rather common moving forward as well- China has to eat 
thru the lasts of the Brazil supplies before we see bigger volumes booked.  



- EPA still looks to putting forward its recommendation to cut the 2021 biofuel mandates, but 
with just 4 months left of the year the thought is the impact will be minimal- still 2022 
mandates are expected to be increased 

- Indonesia looks to expand its biodiesel mandate to 40%- but plenty delays remain with the 
implementation of this.  

- Soil moistures slowly watched in S.A. as well- Southern Brazil seems to be getting wanted 
rains, now will Mato Grosso as we soon look at soy plantings.  

 
CORN remains lower in early trade, corn has been boring, and with no new news its bearish 
news.  Rains not as beneficial for corn as it might be for soybeans, but still the market bears like it.  

- Corn market remains a bit bored right now- here we chop at this 5.40-5.50 price point. 
- A flash sale to Columbia yesterday, new crop book looks good, best over the past 6 years.. 

but as always could be a bit better.   Seems there might be 1 mmt rolled forward from old 
crop to new for China old crop purchases, but the corn market wants to see some big 
demand from China- this would awake the bulls.  

- EPA still looks to putting forward its recommendation to cut the 2021 biofuel mandates, but 
with just 4 months left of the year the thought is the impact will be minimal- still 2022 
mandates are expected to be increased.  

- Upper Midwest getting more rains- where were these rains 1-2 months ago?! Southern 
Midwest remains dry and hot.  

- U.S. cash corn continues to be priced right for demand, both in relation to Argentina/Ukraine 
but also vs other feedgrains like wheat sorghum, simple point U.S. corn leans cheap globally.  

 
WHEAT remains lower in early trade as well- its getting influenced by the rest of the grain markets 
here in early trade.  

- Rumors remain per China buying? 
- Market awaits Stats Canada on Monday- trade is anxious for this- big trade ranges remain.  
- Minneapolis continues to drift, it has really struggled to rally to fresh highs.  
- U.S. weekly export sales were poor- embarrassing.  
- Remember those seasonals- big picture moving forward the global wheat mkt leans 

historically tight, but we must also remember the market does an incredible job finding 
additional supplies as prices go higher.  

- French trade continues to silently go to China- wheat, barley.  
- Focus as we get into September will be fall planting conditions across the Northern 

Hemisphere- right now minimal stress remains.  Focus also remains on Argentina and 
Australia- of which Argentina look to get some rains which helps aid continued good growth.  

- EU Commission puts EU-27 wheat at 127.2 mmt down from prior 127.7 mmt 
- Per the charts Chicago and KC wheat continues to mull over some key support points as 

mentioned, Matif wheat trying to claw its way back higher.  
 
CHART OF THE DAY: Minneapolis wheat was driving us for a while, but over the past few weeks its 
gone a bit quiet…. Is the market done or can we still see more upside?  IMO it comes down to 
Mondays report per Stats Canada, but seems we can have another move higher, but remember here 
at some point these high prices shall push increasing plantings this next spring.  



 
 
 
BOTTOM LINE: Remember those seasonal plays right now as the market focuses on these rains realized right now.  We have Powell’s 
words to look at today, all while it seems the world is getting a bit more unstable per Afghan troubles.   Stay hedged up! 
 
RANDOM HEDGE FACT: By default its easy to think of your gains if you are long in a bull mkt, and short in a declining market.. but the key to 
trading success is to think about your loss potential if you are long in a bull market and short in a declining market- focus your efforts on 

your losses vs your gains 😊 
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